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Quality Control in Toxicology. G E Paget (ed) pp 142 £8.50 Lancaster: MTP 1977 In recent decades the toxicology of drugs and industrial chemicals has become a subject of much interest and controversy. Two important societies in Europe and America are concerned with toxicology, but their large membership and variety of interests militate against urgent issues of importance being expeditiously discussed by them. Consequently, Inveresk Research International-a contract company operating in the general field of toxicology -have arranged symposia of experts to review contemporary problems. The report of the second of these is admirably edited in this book by the erudite Director of this company. It is concerned with quality control in toxicology in light of the 'Standards of Good Laboratory Practice' recently published by the Food and Drug Administration of the USA. The methods proposed by the FDA to ensure high standards were discussed at the symposium by an authoritative group of scientists in. industry, academics, and members of regulatory agencies in Europe and North America. The eminence of the participants will make this report of their meeting, including their attitudes to the FDA proposals, of particular interest to all those concerned with the safety of medicines and the delicate relationships of the pharmaceutical industry to governmental control agencies. The value of their expert lucubrations is reflected in the price of this slim volume.
DERRICK DUNLOP

Emeritus Professor of Therapeutics & Clinical Medicine University ofEdinburgh
Legacies in Ethics and Medicine Chester R Burns (ed) pp 326 $7.95 New York: Science History Publ./Neale Watson 1977 In recent years there has been a reawakening of interest in the study of medical ethics leading, for example, to the creation of societies and journals devoted to the subject. The stimuli have included a growing awareness of the manipulation of medicine and its practitioners as instruments of totalitarian regimes, as welIas the moral dilemmas posed by major issues such as abortion, euthanasia and sterilization. The history of this vast subject is fascinating but sadly neglected. The publication of a collection of essays spanning 2500 years of medical ethics is therefore to be welcomed.
The book opens with draughts of fresh air from the Jewish Talmud, such as; 'The Doctor who heals free of charge is worth nothing; the doctor from afar is like a blind man'. Pay negotiators, itinerant professors and medical emigrants are seen to have deep roots. The Hippocratic Oath is also revealed in a new light as an austere Pythagorean manifesto which had to wait over a thousand years before achieving widespread acceptance. For Galen, three parts of philosophy -ethics, logic and physics -were indispensable for medical theory and practice; but philanthropy was not a prerequisite.The gradual evolution of medicine towards its modern ideal as a humanitarian profession, rather than merely an esoteric craft, is welI delineated in this book.
The sixteen chapters are reproduced from original published articles with minimal editing. However, despite some irritating repetitions, the reader will be exhilarated by this kaleidoscopic view of medical ethics from antiquity, through early Islam, medieval Judaism and Christianity, 16th century England and 17th century France, to the modern period -which was heralded by the mercurial Bernard Mandeville and his more solid successor, Thomas Percival.
SYDNEY SELWYN
Department of Bacteriology Westminster Medical School
Prostaglandins and the Gut. Alan Bennet pp 69 SI5 Montreal: Eden Press 1977 This book concisely reviews papers cited in Index Medicus 1975. It will be useful to experimental research workers but there is, in this year, little to interest the clinician.
IT WRIGHT
Consultant Physician The London Hospital
Attention and Memory. Geoffrey Underwood pp 288 £7.75 (hard case) £4.45 (flexicover) Oxford etc.: Pergamon Press/Robert MaxwelI1976 There is a large body of sober, careful, experimental psychological work on memory and also on attention, and a considerable proportion of it gets a sober, careful and fairly condensed review in this book. This is not a work to which someone outside the field may turn to find philosophical speculations, flights of fancy, or an outstretched hand. Psychology students will form its natural audience, and what they will find is a useful introduction to the more important experimental work on sensory memory, short-and long-term memory, rehearsal, semantic memory, selective attention and similar topics, interspersed with interpretations which,' whether or not one may share them, are judicious.
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